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Purpose
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UK FAS
The UK Future Airspace Strategy aims to develop an efficient UK airspace that has the 
capacity to meet future demand. It aims to do this while balancing the needs of all 
stakeholders, maintaining UK safety levels and reducing the environmental impacts of 
the aviation sector.

Uncontrolled Airspace
FAS has to find new methods to enable diverse operations and growing traffic numbers to 
continue to safely integrate in uncontrolled airspace

Controlled Airspace
Implementation of Controlled Airspace is expensive, time consuming, highly emotive 
and can be unnecessarily restrictive in certain circumstances

Art of the Possible
Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd (HIAL) offered to stage a FAS-funded R&D trial into 
finding affordable innovative solutions which enhance safety whilst balancing stakeholder 
requirements.



Phase 1 Overview
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ADS-B
Current and forecast levels of ADS-B equipage in the Dundee environment are too low 
for an electronic surveillance solution that only tracks ADS-B transmissions to support 
an ATM

Transponders
By contrast, all Dundee’s regular customers are equipped with transponders and transmit 
barometric height information, but not the GPS position data provided by ADS-B

MLAT
The deployment of MLAT ground stations at Dundee Airport will provide accurate 
position data from Mode S, Mode C and ADS-B transmissions, providing a data to feed 
an EC-ATM without the need for additional investment in airborne equipage.

Funds
‘Traditional’ MLAT is too costly for the customer and full capability/redundancy not 
required for a Procedural Environment. Market Research determined there were newer, 
innovate options available although would be new to UK market.



Phase 2 – High Level Objectives
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Airborne Safety
To reduce the likelihood of CFIT and airborne conflicts between traffic operating in 
Class G airspace in a Procedural environment

Runway Incursion
To investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of providing low-cost Surface Movement 
capability

Efficiencies
HIAL are committed to investigating the use of cutting-edge technology to find 
affordable, innovative solutions to enhance Safety for airports and airspace users in 
Low Complexity Low Density Airspace

UAV Innovation Assessment
Assess the ability to track UAVs equipped with EC Devices and provide instructions to 
the out of sight operator



UK CAA engagement
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Likely regulatory issues
ATCO Licensing and training, reliance on EC-ATM by ATCOs or Pilots, approval for 
innovative MLAT equipment, fallbacks and resilience of system

Safety Requirements for Operational Trials in Air Traffic Services 
The requirement is for an ATM that displays traffic which is broadcasting its presence 
via Mode A/C/S, ADS-B or FLARM. It will not provide primary surveillance therefore it is 
fully understood that aircraft not transmitting will not be visible on the ATM.

New territory
CAA are fully supportive of the trial but this is new ground. This is not to provide a 
surveillance-based service (accuracy?). ATC are not reliant on the equipment 
(resilience?). An Electric Conspicuity Air Traffic Monitor (EC-ATM) will allow ATC to 
confirm pilot position reports and heighten their situational awareness.


